
 

Shipping Alternatives.  

When you start doing wholesale, you need to understand that there are many solutions to a single issue 
that you may encounter. Each and every time you encounter a new problem, you are forced to find a 
new creative solution.  

It’s important to focus on increasing your profit margin at every single opportunity.  In wholesale, as we 
have covered throughout this course margins are smaller, but volume allows for the most minute 
percentages to be consistently multiplied over time. Therefore, creating these additional percentages 
can mean thousands of dollars on your bottom line at the end of each year.  

Save on shipping - Increase your margin 

Whenever you start purchasing at a higher volume,  you may encounter companies that do not have FFA 
(Free Freight Allowances) and you will need to make sure that you are able to minimize the cost of 
freight shipping to yourself (assuming the company will not ship directly to Amazon).  The first time we 
realized this might be an issue we encountered a product that seemingly had a great sales rank and 
profit margin, but the company did not have any sort of free shipping thresholds. When we received the 
shipping quote the product simply wasn’t profitable any longer (after factoring inbound shipping, and 
our shipping to Amazon).  

However, the quote seemed higher than we expected vs. similar traditional purchases, and we thought 
that maybe their freight rates were not in line with other companies, or possibly that they were trying to 
make money on the shipping part of the transaction. So, we asked if it was possible if we could arrange 
the shipping – and were told yes! 

This led to us calling trucking lines directly. Let me tell you – THIS DOES NOT WORK! If you don’t have 
established accounts, the rates are pretty astronomical. So, at this point we looked and researched 
other possible solutions. We found that a lot of businesses use freight forwarders.  

Freight forwarders are simply companies that have established relationships with a variety of trucking 
companies. These companies are plugged into the capacities of these trucks and use LTL shipments to fill 
out their loads (so that the trucks are running at a higher capacity)  and are able to make more on their 
loads. So, we contacted a list of Freight Forwarders – and were able to get quotes on the shipment that 
reduced the total shipment by more than 50%. 

This type of thing can save you thousands of dollars over the course of a year, and can even help 
marginally profitable products become highly profitable. It is something to consider adding to your 
business, and utilizing when the time arises.  

Parcel 

Similarly, there is a great strategy for parcel deliveries. If you order a smaller product from a company, 
or simply don’t have the volume to utilize LTL or FTL shipments, you can create FedEx or UPS accounts. 
You can use these as alternative quotes. Here is a little secret about those companies. The rates you see, 



 

are not the best rates! Once you create an account with one of these companies,  you can contact them, 
and have a rep come to your location for a visit.  

When you schedule this visit, they will be looking for several things to schedule your rates : 

• What type of operation do you run? Web based, if so do you ship orders? 

• What type of volume do you expect to do with them? 

Additionally, they may ask you credit based questions or whatever else they need. But those two 
questions above are the primary methods for which they will assign your discount.  

Tips for doing this: 

• Overestimate your potential volume by factoring in your potential growth. Be liberal with your 
estimate, and incorporate for what may be possible with these new found rates. 

• Explain to them – that your sales are through Amazon, and that Amazon handles the shipping to 
your customers, so there aren’t currently opportunities. However, you may be looking to 
expand your business, and have already started development for a retail based website (be 
ready to tell them what you carry – as they will try to figure out your optimal sized boxes, etc). 

• Let them know that you want to take all of your possible business through them, and exclude 
the other company – you are simply looking for the most competitive rates to help facilitate that 
process.  

 
FINAL SLIDE 

Now, as I mentioned, you SHOULD want to actually change any of your arranged shipping to 
whichever company provides you the best rates. By doing this, you will always at least have a 
comparison point should you receive shipping rates that aren’t conducive with your expectations.  

Please see the attached PDF – for a list of companies that we have used, and companies that we 
suggest checking for possible LTL rates.  

 

 


